
Heat Meter WR 200-D

electronic computing device for heat quantity measuring

Description and Operation

Heat transfer medium water steam

Any flow sensor with analog signal connectable

2 temperature inputs for Pt100 in four-wire circuit

Exact calculation of the heat parameters according IAPWS-IF97

Built-in clock with automatic calendar to 2099

Counters for heat quantity and flow rate

Backlit alphanumeric LCD display 4x20 characters

Resettable counters for adjustable periods

2 pulse outputs for M-Bus connection (optional)

Housing for locking rail or wall mounting

4 analog outputs for instantaneous values

Accessories for panel mounting



Safety Instructions
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!
Attention! Please read these instructions carefully before connecting the
device and putting it into operation. The device includes touch-hazardous
voltages, that may only be connected and put into operation by qualified
expert staff.
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Application

The heat meter WR 200-D is used to detect the heat energy in heating or production systems
using a steam carrier. The heat energy is calculated from the current heat according to the
formula

P = Qm · (r + ΔTD· cpD + ΔTK· cpK) / 3600 with

P = heat power in kW
Qm = steam flow in kg/h
r = heat of evaporation in kJ/kg
ΔTD = temperature difference between

steam temperature and saturation temperature
cpD = specific heat capacity of steam

in kJ/kg·°K
ΔTK = temperature difference between saturation temperature

and condensate temperature
cpK = specific heat capacity of water

in kJ/kg·°K

than integrated over time and summed on a 9-digit counter.
The amount of steam is also added up to another counter.

The steam flow is typically measured with a measuring diaphragm, which is calculated based
on a specific reference state of pressure and temperature. The heat meter determines from it
the pressure- and temperature-corrected steam flow. The reference values of the sensor are
stored in the heat meter.
All  calculation  parameters  are  calculated  from  the  heat  meter  in  the  pressure  range  of
1...100 bar and in the temperature range of 0...600 °C according IAPWS-IF97.
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in the steam

Heat content
in the condensate
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Description

The heat meter WR200-D is a microcontroller-based computing device for detecting the heat
energy in heating or production systems with steam as heat carrier. The counting of the
termal energy and the amount of steam is based on a 4-line alphanumeric LCD display with
backlight. Through a key scan, all measured and calculated values are shown with their
physical units, as well as date and time.
Sensor devices for the steam flow is an orifice plate, which is calculated on the reference
values of pressure and temperature. The reference values are stored in the heat meter.
The heat meter has a built-in clock with automatic calendar up to 2099. Thus in adjustable
periods, energy counts are available via resettable counters.

The  temperature  inputs  of  the  heat  meter  are  provided  for  RTD  PT100  according  to
DIN 43760 in four-wire circuit.

The pressure input is designed for standard signal 0/4...20 mA. A two-wire transmitter for
pressure can be connected, it is supplied directly by the heat meter.

Any transmitter with the signal range of 0...20 mA or 4...20 mA can be connected to the flow
input. A two-wire transmitter with the signal range of 4...20 mA can also be connected,
supplying the transmitter is now performed directly from the heat meter.
The characteristic line of flow input can be set linear or square root.

An analog output circuit provides 4 analog signals 0...20 mA or 4...20 mA. The analog signals
are galvanically separated from the calculation circuit with respect to a common ground
terminal.

For external processing of the counts pulse outputs are provided. Here as an option a M-BUS
logger can be connected.

For the power supply the voltage 230 Vac is required. A built-in battery secures the counts
during power failure.

The heat meters are housed in an aluminium profile housing for snap-rail mounting. For
installation in a control panel corresponding mounting hardware is provided. For wall
mounting, the heat meter is mounted in a plastic housing with IP55 protection.
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Assembly

1. Cabinet installation on 35 mm DIN profile rail.

The aluminium profile housing is designed for direct mounting
on a 35 mm DIN profile rail.

2. Mounting into a panel (panel mounting).

For installation in a control panel, the mounting kit 58010 is required.
Provide panel cut-off 135 mm x 76.5 mm.

135

76
,5

144

ø
4,

5

Fix the front frame.
Install heat meters from behind into the panel using mounting rods.

152

86

Arthur Grillo GmbH · Ratingen

Wärmezähler WR 200

panel cut-off

Mounting inside the panel
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Assembly

3. Wall mounting in a plastic housing.

For mounting on a wall, the heat meter is installed in a plastic housing with IP55
protection. For the operation the front cover is hinged.

Arthur Grillo GmbH · Ratingen

Wärmezähler WR 200

218

16
6

11
3

M-Count

The M-Bus logger M-Count 2C may be incorporated directly into the plastic housing.
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Dimensions and location of the terminals

Wärmezähler WR 200

Arthur Grillo GmbH · Ratingen

Analog outputsPulse outputs

Mains connectionTemperature
inputs

Flow and
pressure input

The heat meter WR 200 is connected via plug-in terminals.

9 64 4 1

16 19

28 27

50 57

Position of the terminals on the heat meter.

10
6

134

Wärmezähler WR 200

Arthur Grillo GmbH · Ratingen

72

PE terminal
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Wiring diagram WR 200-D
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Start up

The heat meters WR 200 are pre-configured according to customer requirements and ready
for operation after connecting all sensors and applying the power supply according to wiring
diagram on page 8. (Changing the configuration see page 13).

Display WR 200-D

The alphanumeric LCD display with 4 lines of 20 characters is used to display various
parameters of the heat meters.

Heat quantity
W = 00000183,7 MWh  :

Amount of steam
G = 00000352,6 to   :

Button to switch display

The flashing colon indicates the internal count. If the heat power or the flow rate = 0,
the associated colon remains in position „on“ or „off“.

TDa =   201,5 °C
TKo =    50,7 °C
pDa =    0,50 barü
rDa =    2226 kJ/kg

Button to switch display

hDa =   2406 kJ/kg
hKo =    258 kJ/kg
G   =  200,0 to/h
P   =  148,0 MW

Button to switch display

Abbreviations

W counted heat quantity hDa heat energy in steam
G counted steam =heat of evaporation + superheated share
TDa steam temperature hKo heat energy in the condensate
TKo condensate temperature G instantaneous steam flow
pDa steam pressure P instantaneous heat power
rDa heat of evaporation
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Heat meter WR200-D
Device n° 10.657
Day 09.03.2010
Time 14:15:49

Button to switch display

Counter 1 stops at

Day 30.04.2011
Time 12:00:00

Button to switch display

Configuration:
Gmax=    200,0  to/h
Pmax=    100,0  MW
pmax=      5,0  barü

Button to switch display

Display WR 200-D

Type, device n°
date and time

Heat quantity 1
W = 00000183,7 MWh  :

Steam amount 1
G = 00000352,6 to   :

Button to switch displayresettable period counters

Reference values:
pbezug=   1,50  bara
Tbezug=  200,0  °C

Button to switch display

Configuration parameters

Reference values
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Setting the period counters

Heat amount 1
W = 00000183,7 MWh  :

Steam amount 1
G = 00000352,6 to   :

Button to switch display
Set display by pressing the display switch
on period counter

Zählperiode Zähler 1

Mo 12.01.2010
Zeit 15:55:27

press button

Zählperiode Zähler 1

Mo 12.01.2010
Zeit 15:55:27

lower value

higher value

next value

previous value

after setting the value for the seconds the period counter will be set to zero and counting
is restarted.

Heat amount 1
W= 00000000,0 MWh :

Steam amount 1
G= 00000000,0 to  :

Button to switch display

Mo = Monday Fr = Friday
Di = Tuesday Sa = Saturday
Mi = Wednesday So = Sunday
Do = Thursday
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Setting date and time

Heat meter WR200-D
Device n° 10.657
Day 06.03.2010
Time 12:48:22

Button to switch display
Display with button to switch display to
date and time

Uhr einstellen

Day 12.01.2010
Time 15:55:27

Press button

Uhr einstellen

Mo 12.01.2010
Zeit 15:55:27

lower value

higher value

next value

previous value

after setting the value for the seconds and pressing the button „next value“
the display will return to date / time

Heat meter WR200-D
Device n° 10.657
Day 06.03.2010
Time 12:48:22
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Configuration

Attention! In configuration mode, the meter does not count!

To access the configuration level, the button to change the configuration should remain for
at least 16 seconds.

Button to change the
configuration settings

Einstellparameter:
Gmax=    200,0  m3/h

Setting higher

Setting lowerMove cursor

Einstellparameter:
Gmax=    200,0  m3/h

Move decimal point

to the next parameter

Einstellparameter:
Gmax=    200,0  m3/h
Pmax=    100,0  MW

to the next parameter

(Cursor must be on the
left)

Setting maximum flow

Setting decimal point flow

Setting maximum heat power

Wärmemenge 1
W = 00000183,7 MWh  :

Dampfmenge 1
G = 00000352,6 to   :

Setting higher

Setting lowerMove cursor

to the next parameter

(Cursor must be on the
left)
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Configuration

Change linear / square root

to the next parameter

Signalbereiche:
Eingang G: 0-20 mA

Change 0-20 mA / 4-20 mA

to the next parameter

Signalbereiche:
Eingang Q: 0-20 mA
Kennlinie linear
Ausgänge : 0-20 mA

Change 0-20 mA / 4-20 mA

return to measuring mode

Characteristic of the flow input
linear / square root

Input pressure and flow
0...20 mA / 4...20 mA

Signal range analog outputs
0...20 mA / 4...20 mA

Einstellparameter:
Gmax=    200,0  m3/h
Pmax=    100,0  MW
pmax=      5,0  barü

Setting maximum pressure
Setting higher

Setting lowerMove cursor

to the next parameter

(Cursor must be on the
left)

Signalbereiche:
Eingang G: 0-20 mA
Kennlinie  linear
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Heat carrier: Water steam
Pressure range: 1...100 bara
Temperature range: 0...600 °C
Temperature inputs: 2 x Pt100 four-wire circuit for steam and condensate

temperature, no resistance compensation required
Flow input: 0/4...20 mA, direct supply of two-wire transmitters,

supply voltage approximately 18 Vdc
Characteristic of the flow input linear or square root

Pressure input: 0/4...20 mA, direct supply of two-wire transmitters,
supply voltage approximately 18 Vdc

Calculation parameters: Determination according to data from IAPWS-IF97
Display: backlit alphanumeric LCD display, 4 x 20 characters,

all counts and current readings are displayed with their
physical unit

Counters: 9-digit number for the summation of heat amount
and steam quantity

Period counting: 9-digit resettable counters, period settable via built-in
clock and calendar

Clock: built-in clock with automatic calendar to 2099
Backup battery: Ultra-high capacitor backs up the accumulated counts

in case of power failure
Outputs: 4 analog outputs 0/4...20 mA for the following current values:

steam pressure, steam temperature, flow, heat power
2 pulse outputs for heat and steam quantity

M-Bus (optional): M-Bus Logger M-Count 2C
Housing: Aluminium profile housing for mounting on

35 mm DIN profile rail, dimensions 134x106x72 mm (WxHxD)
protection class front IP55, terminal side IP20 acc. EN 60529
connection via plug-in screw terminals (Combicon)

Wall-mounting housing: Polystyrene with hinged transparent front cover
dimensions 218x166x112.5 mm (WxHxD),
protection class IP55

Panel mounting: Mounting kit consisting of front frame,
mounting rods and fixing screws

Supply voltage: 230 Vac
Power consumption: about 4 VA
Weight: about 600 g, wall-mounted unit about 1.5 kg
EMC: Interference emissions acc EN 61000-6-3,

Immunity acc EN 61000-6-2
Accuracy: < 0,5 %

Specifications
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